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The first step towards the phase operator<\::> for the 

quantum Bose-oscillator was done by Dirac in 1927 [1] who 
I t suggested the following "polar decomposition" of t~e creation Cl: 

and annihilation CL operators 

It was found afterwards that such a decomposition 1eally_ cannot 

exist and a number of attempts to find some substitute of (I) 

was done. They may be found in the review L2]. The first 

mathematically correct construction of the operator cp was 

proposed by Garrison and Wong in 1970 (JJ. 1'hey considered the 

phase operator as a multiplication operator in the Hilbert space 

of analytical functions on the unit circle of complex plane 

and found the operator canonically conjugated to it. Unfortu

nately, the connection of their construction to the polar de-

+ composition problem for the operators 0..,, o.; was not investi-

gated; so this result proved to be helpless for physicists. 

The problem of polar decomposition (I) was solved by Popov 

and Yarunin in 197J [4]. They considered the r-d1m1nsiona.l 

sub-space of the Hilbert space correspoming to the harmonic 

oscillator. The projections of Ct. , ~+ on this s~bspace 

+ 'L,-1 

Ct1,= prz,~ p 1-P'- = L \n-)(vtl,/2/lV\)=rtln) 
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have a single decomposition ~(up to the unitary equivalence) 

L<T\.r., 
Q'l. = e ~ N"L > 

Qt = .r:, ·- ~ <p'l. 
"t-- \N"L e ) + JJ~-:::: Ct1..Q~ (2) 

<m\ 9=\, \V1-) = J~ 1£ K e)(.p ~c JtrK (~-l-1.)l. 
--(} K:0 ~ · j 

There is no mathematical problem to derive formulae (2). But 

there is a loss of physical meaning, in them, because in the 

subspace of projected variables <p'L , J/ .. 1,.. we have the second 

"vacuum state" \'l- i ') and commutation relation for the opera

tors Q'l. , o..t. are identical to those for the angular momentur.1 

components [ 6}. So the problem of limit 1.,-'7 oo in (2) is 

important. There are two various possibilities to solve this 

problem, One of them was realised in [4]. The second was pro

posed by Barnet and Pegg (5] and developed by other authors [ 7], 

We start with the possibility [5,7], 
It is based on the calculation of the average value of 9)1-

in some physical state, characterised by the distribution ope-

rd.tor Y ~--1 'L 1., "z.. _ 
(C\\ __ ): L <t KI?\~~ >f" -

~ 't-~ '1.-{ 

-'l-z_2__ 

r,;.-= 0 

i,.2r,K(n,-Wt-) 

<VVLl ~ I n, > ~ tz.. 

K_::O WL
1
\\: O 

x) The same formulae were derived by Barnett and Pegg in 

1989 l51· 
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'1. 
Quantum phase states \ -f I<.) in the r-dimensional subspace are 

.defined as follows: 

" 
,.+, \ ( 'l, 't f 1-
'-t' '1, TK)-==-~K.l'TK.>j 

~'l. 2fi K 
'ff:;.= "'t, ) 

'1. 1-1 -
\ t ~) = l. l_ t ~ p ( i, 2 ~ Km j \ tvt) 

fi \l'A=O 

K=O)l 1 ••• 1.--i 

It was noticed in L5,7J that the calculation of the limit 

't. -'> oo in (J) gives the pl:n se distribution function P( 'V) 
in accordance with the usual formula 

2tr 
~'\N\, <C\\, > = ~ '{J P( ~,) c{ f' (4) 

'"l.~00 0 

By comparing (J) and (4) one can suppose, as it was done in 

[5,7], that the distribution function P('{I) is expressed 

by fonnula 

O<) ~ Vl,- \/\,1 .. ) f 
P(.~) = ..L"" e <vvil Dl VL > . - Jrr L \ 

~ V\. -=O 

(5) 

I 

It should be noted that formula (5) looks like some quasi

classical approach in which the discrete number 'f; is 

changed by the variable Q ~ f .:S- .2 (T 
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Now fe are going to consider the second possibility 

of taking the limi,: '1-➔ oo in (2), and to show that really 

formula (5) is not exact. 

This po~sibility was realised in (4]. In that work the 

quantum states of an operator q> 

ri vi: Wv 

l., <t> ::: ti ~¾ <+' L, > < m I ~ \ \fl, ) 

'1., ➔ 00 
VL~ W-

\I\..- \Ill\,-

were considered and their scalar products with the oscillator 

basic functions v.a-e found 

<V\,lq:>\f1 '>=f<vt\t~>) o~'f~"2tr 

<vt-l f1 > = .. { 
3 

l Q ci),n 1:~t-\l1:-
l., (21T) ia. 1 ~ 

Integration over the unit circle in (6) is made am the 

function S} ( 1
1 
~) is detennined as follows: 

. ~ l l. ,L, ; { 1] c, ·_;:.. -- . , e.tP f (z 1)- 1 le f 
d £rr i-t'-[ 1 - > - , 1-~ ) 

* 

(6) 

* ~-½- t * (1) c\ '.t
1 

- 1nl, 1."71 C' 
) e = 

l+\, £M1 
i' 

) L ➔ O 
;z::, ·-1 e (,. 1-~i;* 
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Here the function f _ is an analytical function o1utside the. 

unit circle of the complex plane :l- • It should be' noticed 

that the operator ¢> is a self-adjoint operator 

with a finite norm in the Hilbert 
i 

space. The 

point of the oscillator phase problem is that the formulae 

[4] 
<t>=fr+ c L.~({-~+) ~~%({-V)] _, 

) 

~=fNv-+ Cl:VfiJ 
, ) 

are fulfilled instead of· (I) and that <\) and .N is not a 

canonically conjugated pair of operators in an ord!
1

inary quantum 
i . 

mecha.JJ.ical sense. The mathematical equivalence ofi this 

construction to tha. t proposed in [J J was proved i?i [s ]. 
Taking (6) into account we find the exact formula for the 

average value of cp 
1rr 

< C\) > :::: y < VVL t ~ \ ~'l, > < Vl t q., l Wl > = ~ '-t Q ~lf ) 
\¼/1:=0 Q 

(7) 
<x:J 

Q = l_ <ml~lVl><.V1.-( f-R )~ +~ \Vvi) 
\!IA., V\ = 0 

It is shown in l,4} that the asymptotics of the scalar product 

< l'l \ f 't > as (t ~ a= 

<vt\ r't > ~ 
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is 

~rt-f 
Q_ 

~21T 
(s) 



I:f we substitute (s) into Q , we can see that Q (~) 
becomes equal to ~\~) in (5). It means t:tat the function 

\=) (-Q) in (4, 5) is an approx:l.rna tion which. is derived from 

· the exact formulae (7), if we change the mat~ix elements 

< vt \ ! ~) by their asymptotic values Cs). 

It is clear that the discrepancy in(<{>), produced by 

this change, depends on the physical nature of the distribu

tion ~ • Namely, if ? describes a highly excited state 

of Bose-system, the terms in (7) with.small m,n don't give 

muoh contribution to (7) and expression (5) is a good appro

ximation. Such a situation is expected to be in most problems 

of coherent optiets. In the opposite case, when ~ describes 

the system near the ground state with small m,n, the mistake 

due to the change Q(-QJ by P(-e) can be noticeable. Such a 

situation may happen in some low-temperature collective effects 

in condensed matter physics. 
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